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Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LAr TPC) detectors offer charged particle imaging capability with remarkable spatial
resolution. Precise event reconstruction procedures are critical in order to fully exploit the potential of this technology. In this paper
we present a new, general approach to 3D reconstruction for the LAr TPC with a practical application to the track reconstruction.
The efficiency of the method is evaluated on a sample of simulated tracks. We present also the application of the method to the
analysis of stopping particle tracks collected during the ICARUS T600 detector operation with the CNGS neutrino beam.
1. Introduction
The LAr TPC detector idea, proposed in 1977 by Rubbia [1],
provides spatial and calorimetric measurement of charged
particles with the level of details comparable to bubble
chamber technology. The concept is now exploited in several
projects around the world [2–5] with the ICARUS T600
[6, 7] being the largest presently operating detector, located at
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the ICARUS T600 readout principle; one of four TPCs is shown: (a) 3D view with marked 𝜇 track and the
ionization electrons e− drifting in the electric field 𝐸 toward the readout wire planes; (b) the XZ projection with marked actual intersections
of the particle track and readout wires (green and orange points) and an example of points on the reconstructed track that may be obtained
by associating wire signals from Induction2 and Collection planes using drift timing (black crosses).
Gran Sasso underground National Laboratory, on the CNGS
neutrino beam. The LAr TPC technique is of interest for a
wide physics program including studies of neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters, sterile neutrinos, CP violation, violation of
baryonic number conservation, and dark matter searches.
The operating principle of the LAr TPCdetector as imple-
mented in the ICARUS T600 is illustrated in Figure 1(a). A
charged particle produces ionization electrons and scintilla-
tion light along its path. Free electrons drift in a uniform
electric field toward the anode that is composed of three
wire planes. Diffusion of the drifting electrons is low enough,
4.8 cm2/s, [7], to preserve details of the ionizing particle
track. A signal is induced in a nondestructive way on the
first two wire planes, Induction1 and Induction2, which are
practically transparent to the drifting electrons.The signal on
the third wire plane, Collection, is formed by collecting the
ionization charge, which is also the source of the calorimetric
measurement. Different orientation of the wires in the anodic
planes (0∘, +60∘, −60∘ with respect to the horizontal, with
3mm wire spacing in each plane) allows localization of the
signal source in the XZ plane as shown in Figure 1(b), while
the Y coordinate, which defines the distance to the wire
planes, is calculated from the wire signal timing and the
electron drift velocity, 1.59mm/𝜇s. Wire signals are amplified
and digitized with 2.5MHz sampling frequency which results
in 0.64mm spatial resolution along the drift coordinate. The
absolute event timing, 𝑡
0
, is provided by the prompt signal
from the photomultipliers collecting the scintillation light.
Finally, digitized waveforms from consecutive wires placed
next to each other form 2D projection images of an event, like
in the example of neutrino interaction shown in Figure 2.
The reconstruction of an event is split into a series of
several steps realized with independent algorithms. It starts
with the identification of individual signals on wires, the
so-called hits. At this point the position and calorimetric
information are assigned to hits. In the next step hits are
aggregated in clusters forming 2D structures: tracks and
showers. Hit clustering is a challenging image recognition
task in itself given the complexity and variety of possible
event topologies. A solution based on theDBSCAN algorithm
has been proposed in [2]; however the techniques that
are efficient at reconstructing complex topologies are being
under study. Independently from the clustering method, 3D
objects are reconstructed using 2D hit clusters associated in
at least two wire planes. 3D reconstruction provides informa-
tion necessary for further analysis; particularly directions of
particles and theirmomenta are crucial for the reconstruction
of the event kinematics. Also the particle identification of
low energy hadrons is based on the energy losses along their
tracks, 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥, and it is dependent on the precision of the
spatial reconstruction.
Typical approaches to the track 3D reconstruction pre-
sented in recent papers [2, 3, 6, 7] are based on matching
the hits or the track end points from the individual 2D wire
planes by their drift timing. Examples of reconstructed events
were shown, however without the evaluation of the algorithm
efficiency on a large sample of tracks.
The first limitation of the approach based on the drift
time matching is illustrated in Figure 1(b). The XZ position
of the 3D point is obtained as the crossing point of the
wires containing the matched pair of 2D hits. This leads to a
position quantization in theXZ plane, 3.5×3.5mm2 assuming
3mmwire-to-wire spacing and 60∘ inclination betweenwires
of the consecutive readout planes. Moreover, any spurious
hit matching adds an additional error of 3.5mm per each
wire shift with respect to the correct matching. This effect
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Figure 2: Data: CNGS ]
𝜇
charge current interaction in the ICARUS T600 detector, a fragment of the wire data in one of the detectormodules:
(a) Collection plane; (b) Induction2 plane; (c) Induction1 plane.The horizontal wires of the Induction1 plane form the projection onXY plane
and give the frontal view of the event while the Collection and Induction1 planes form YZ projections and give the top views of the event seen
at two angles.
introduces kinks anddistortions to the track constructedwith
matching hit by hit, visible also in the track examples shown
in [6, 7]. On the other hand, the straight line approximation is
not sufficient to reproduce the particle trajectory in all details
available with LAr technology, such as elastic scatterings of
the low energy particles.
Another drawback of the approach based on the drift time
matching is the inefficiency of the reconstruction of tracks
parallel to the wire planes. The low variation in the hit drift
timing along the track increases ambiguities in the individual
hit association between the wire planes.
The disadvantages that we also observed during the
studies of the drift time-based matching of 2D projections
include
(a) incomplete information, for example,missing parts of
the track in one of the wire planes due to a hardware
problem, is difficult to manage;
(b) simultaneous use of the three wire planes is not
straightforward and was not developed according to
our knowledge;
(c) a robust algorithm requires preprocessing, such as hit
sorting, in each 2D projection independently before
the projections matching; we found this difficult in
case of the sophisticated track topologies, particularly
in case of scatterings at a sharp angle in the 2D
projection.
In data, tracks with spurious reconstruction are difficult
to distinguish from tracks with correctly reconstructed fea-
tures.Thismotivated us to search for a different concept of 3D
reconstruction that would be capable of reproducing details
along the whole track, at any track orientation.
In this paper we propose to build 3D objects by simul-
taneous optimization of their 2D projections to match data
in the wire planes. A single fit function is constructed to
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combine all pieces of information available in data with
the constraints specific to the considered object type. The
proposed new approach is applied in this paper to tracks, but
the idea is general and may be explored in the reconstruction
of cascade-like objects, detailed reconstruction of interaction
vertex regions as well as in global event reconstruction. It is
also straightforward to adapt the implementation to detector
readout concepts different from wire planes, for example,
based on large electron multipliers (LEMs) [8].
In Section 2 we describe the general algorithm idea
and its practical implementation details. Then we show
(Section 3) the algorithm performance evaluated on sim-
ulated particle tracks, compared with the results obtained
from the previously developed hit matching algorithm. The
proposed method is cross-checked on a sample of stopping
particles selected in the events collected during the CNGS
run (Section 4). Finally, in Section 5, we summarize results
and comment on possible future enhancements.
2. Algorithm
The particle real track 𝑇 is observed in the detector as a set
of three 2D projections 𝑃
𝐼1
(𝑇), 𝑃
𝐼2
(𝑇), 𝑃
𝐶
(𝑇) to Induction1,
Induction2, and Collection wire planes, respectively. In prac-
tice these projections consist of 2D hits. The 3D fit trajectory
𝐹may be projected to the wire planes according to the same
operators𝑃(𝐹). We propose to build the fit𝐹 byminimizing a
measure of the distance𝐷 between the fit projections and the
track hits in all wire planes simultaneously, with constraints
𝐶
𝑗
(𝐹) that may include factors such as trajectory curvature
and distance to the already identified and reconstructed
interaction vertices. This may be expressed with an objective
function 𝐺(𝐹):
𝐺 (𝐹) = ∑
𝑖
𝛼
𝑖
𝐷[𝑃
𝑖
(𝑇) , 𝑃
𝑖
(𝐹)] +∑
𝑗
𝛽
𝑗
𝐶
𝑗
(𝐹) , (1)
where wire planes, denoted with the index 𝑖, and constraint
factors, denoted with the index 𝑗, have a weighted impact on
the overall 𝐺(𝐹) value according to the 𝛼
𝑖
and 𝛽
𝑗
coefficients.
For the practical implementation of constructing the best
fit track we have adopted the Polygonal Line Algorithm
[9], PLA, described in more detail in Section 2.2; however
any other approach, even straight line approximations, may
follow the same concept of simultaneous optimization of 2D
projections.
2.1. Hit Reconstruction. Webriefly describe themethod of the
individual hit reconstruction since it is the essential base for
the spatial and calorimetric measurements.
In the first stage hits are identified in all wire planes
following the algorithm presented in [7]. As a result hit
positions in the drift coordinate are obtained together with
the drift time windows, which cover the hit ADC waveform
with a margin required for the second stage.
In the second stage fitting hits within the drift time
windows is applied to the Collection plane. This improves
the hit positioning, resolves overlapping hits, and allows the
reconstruction of the individual hit energy deposits.
Hits with adjacent drift time windows form a group that
is fitted as it would be for a single window.The fit function for
each drift time window reads
𝑓
𝑤
(𝑡) = 𝐵 +
𝑁𝑝
∑
𝑖=1
𝑝
𝑖
(𝑡) ,
𝑝
𝑖
(𝑡) = 𝐴
𝑖
𝑒
−(𝑡−𝑡𝑝𝑖)/𝜏1(1 + 𝑒
−(𝑡−𝑡𝑝𝑖)/𝜏2)
−1
,
(2)
where 𝑝(𝑡) is the function describing the impulse response
of the wire readout electronics, later in text called a pulse;
𝐴
𝑖
is the 𝑖th pulse amplitude; 𝑡𝑝
𝑖
is the 𝑖th pulse timing; 𝜏
1
and 𝜏
2
are the rising and falling time constants, respectively,
with common values for all pulses in the fit; and 𝐵 is the
fit baseline. The fit parameter values and the number of
pulses, 𝑁
𝑝
, are iteratively optimized to minimize 𝜒2 =
∑
𝑡
[ADC(𝑡) − 𝑓
𝑤
(𝑡)]
2
/𝑁free where 𝑁free = 𝑁ADC − (2𝑁𝑝 +
3) is the number of degrees of freedom of the fit, 𝑁ADC is
the number of ADC samples in the drift time window, and
2𝑁
𝑝
+ 3 is the total number of 𝑓
𝑤
(𝑡) parameters. Pulses 𝑝
𝑖
(𝑡)
become the new hits that replace those initially found at the
hit identification stage. The maxima of pulses are considered
as the drift coordinate positions of the new hits, 𝑡
𝑑
.
The particle energy deposit observed in a hit is calculated
as 𝑞
𝐸
= 𝑞
𝐶
𝑊e𝑡𝑑/𝜏𝑒 eV, where 𝑞
𝐶
is the hit charge calculated as
the integral of the corresponding pulse 𝑝(𝑡) scaled according
to the calibration factor 152 ± 2 × 10−4 fC/(ADC × 𝜇s), as
evaluated in [10]. 𝑊 is the average energy needed for the
creation of an electron-ion pair, 23.6+0.5
−0.3
eV [11], and 𝜏
𝑒
is the
free electron lifetime, which is monitored during the detector
operation, as presented in [6].
Particle tracks perpendicular to the drift direction pro-
duce signals that are fitted with a single pulse per wire, while
wire signals induced by tracks more parallel to the drift
direction need to be considered as sequences of pulses with
varying amplitudes and timings (Figure 3).
The uncertainty on the energy deposit of the recon-
structed hits was estimated from reconstruction of the sim-
ulated signal with added electronics noise based on data.The
uncertainty is almost independent from the actual hit energy
deposit value, and it is constant at the level of 𝜎 = 0.06MeV
(Figure 4).The lowest amplitude hits observed on the particle
tracks are related to the minimum ionizing muons; energy
deposit of such hits is on the level of 0.5–0.7MeV. The
resulting worst case inaccuracy of the energy deposit per hit
is roughly 10%.
2.2. Track Reconstruction. The objective function 𝐺(𝐹) (1)
has been inspired by the PLA formulation, which is an
efficient algorithm for the principal curve finding problem
[9]. The principal curve, in our case the best track fit 𝐹,
is approximated with the polygonal line determined by 3D
points, called later nodes, interconnected with straight 3D
segments. The difference from the original PLA application
is that we are looking for the principal curve in 3D while the
distance to data points is given in 2D projections. The track
fit shape and its projections distances to the 2D hits need to
be optimized to allow unbiased reconstruction of the track
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Figure 3: Data: Collection wire signal fragment: (a) raw ADC (blue) and the fit function (red); (b) fragment of the 2D wire view; red arrow
indicates the wire shown in (a). Hits (1, 2) are induced by the tracks perpendicular to the wires and are fitted with single pulses; hit (3) is
induced by the track more parallel to the wires; this hit was split into two hits in the second stage of the hit reconstruction algorithm. The
feature marked with (N) in the raw ADC is too low to be recognized as hit during the signal fit optimization.
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Figure 4: Simulation: the absolute difference between the recon-
structed hit energy deposit (𝑞reco) and the simulated hit energy
deposit (𝑞MC) as a function of 𝑞MC. The hits shown are originating
frommuon tracks simulated with isotropic initial direction.The tail
of the distribution with 𝑞MC < 0.4MeV corresponds to the hits
at track end points, only partially crossing the distance between
consecutive wires. The peak of the distribution corresponds to the
hits of minimum ionizing particles; the points at high values of 𝑞MC
come from low energy, highly ionizing parts of tracks.
features, such as scatterings and decay points, taking into
account also the hit positions accuracy.
The diagram in Figure 5 shows the main steps of the PLA
algorithm. In the initialization the first segment with two
nodes is placed in the 3D space, according to the procedure
described in Section 2.2.1. Then the track fit 𝐹 is constructed
in an iterative way by adding new nodes and rebuilding
segments. After adding a new node, the positions of all nodes,
denoted with n
𝑘
where 𝑘 = 1 . . . 𝐾, are optimized in the inner
loop of the algorithm. Simultaneously with changes of the
node positions, the fit 2D projections to the wire planes are
updated.
The 2Dprojections of the track fit𝐹 are determined by the
node 2D projections, 𝑃
𝑖
(n
𝑘
), which also describe segment 2D
projections.The algorithm stopswhen themaximumnumber
of nodes, 𝐾max, is reached.
The inner loop of the algorithm consists of two steps: the
projection and the optimization. In the projection step, 2D
hits are assigned to the fit segment or node. This is done by
finding the segment/node 2D projections with the minimal
distance to the 2D hit, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.
Initialization
Projection
Optimization
Convergence
𝐾 ≥ 𝐾max
N
N
Y
Y
End
Add node
Figure 5: Fit optimization diagram.The inner loop contains the hit
assignment to nodes and segments of the fit (projection step) and the
optimization of node 3D positions. New nodes are introduced to the
fit in the outer loop until the𝐾max number of nodes is reached.
During the optimization step the node positions are
updated to minimize the objective function (1). To reduce
the computational complexity we use a local version of
the objective function (we use a gradient descent method
with the finite differences approximation of the gradient
𝜕𝐺(𝐹)/𝜕n
𝑘
; therefore it is convenient to express the objective
function as a sum of independent components): 𝐺(𝐹) =
∑
𝑘
𝑔(n
𝑘
) where 𝑔(n
𝑘
) is a function assigned to the kth node
of the fit:
𝑔 (n
𝑘
) = 𝑑 (n
𝑘
) + 𝛽V𝑐V (n𝑘) + 𝛽𝑎𝑐𝑎 (n𝑘) (3)
and it consists of the following components:
(a) weighted average of the squared distance of the fit
projection to the 2D hits that are assigned to the kth
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node and segments connected to that node, in all wire
planes:
𝑑 (n
𝑘
) =
1
𝑁
𝑘
∑
𝑖
(𝛼
𝑖
∑
𝑛∈𝑁𝑖𝑘
𝜔
𝑛
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
h𝑖
𝑛
− 𝑓
2D (h
𝑖
𝑛
)
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
2
) , (4)
where 𝑁
𝑘
is the number of considered hits, 𝑁
𝑖𝑘
includes indices of hits in the 𝑖th wire plane among
all hits considered with kth node, h𝑖
𝑛
is the position
of the 𝑛th hit in the wire plane 𝑖, and 𝑓
2D (h𝑖
𝑛
) is the
position of this hit projection to the fit 2D projection,
𝑃
𝑖
(𝐹), as illustrated in Figure 6; 𝜔
𝑛
is the coefficient
used to weight the contribution of the individual
hits to 𝑑(n
𝑘
) value; we calculate 𝜔
𝑛
as the ratio of
𝑛th hit amplitude over the maximum hit amplitude
among hits considered in the inner sum of (4), which
efficiently suppresses the impact of the noise hits
spuriously accounted to the track, usually of themuch
lower amplitudes than the signal hits;
(b) the average squared distance of the fit to the 3D
vertices created independently from the track recon-
struction algorithm:
𝑐V (n𝑘) =
1
𝑀
∑
𝑚∈𝑀𝑘
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩 v𝑚 − 𝑓3D (v𝑚)
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
2
, (5)
where 𝑀 is the number of all used vertices, 𝑀
𝑘
includes indices of vertices assigned to the kth node
and segments connected to that node, v
𝑚
is the
position of the𝑚th vertex, and𝑓
3D(v𝑚) is the position
of this vertex projection to the fit; in the present stage
we do not differentiate accuracy of the individual
vertex positions; however it is straightforward to
introduce a coefficient similar to 𝜔
𝑛
in (4) when
the reconstruction accuracy is available; identification
and reconstruction of the 3D vertices is beyond the
scope of this paper; therefore we only note that such
verticesmay tag the particle interaction, decay points,
or delta ray spots identified along the particle track;
(c) constraint on the angles 𝛾 between the consecutive
3D segments and on the length of the outermost
segments where the angle 𝛾 cannot be calculated:
𝑐
𝑎
(n
𝑘
) = 𝐾
𝑝
[𝜋 (n
𝑥=𝑘−1
) + 𝜋 (n
𝑥=𝑘
) + 𝜋 (n
𝑥=𝑘+1
)] , (6)
𝜋 (n
𝑥
)
=
{{{{
{{{{
{
𝑟
2
𝑥
(1 + cos 𝛾
𝑥
) 𝑥 ∈ ⟨2; 𝐾 − 1⟩ inner nodes
𝜂 ⋅
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩n𝑥+1 − n𝑥
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
2
𝑥 = 1 first node
𝜂 ⋅
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩n𝑥 − n𝑥−1
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
2
𝑥 = 𝐾 last node
0 𝑥 < 1 or 𝑥 > 𝐾,
(7)
where 𝑟
𝑥
is the radius of the hits assigned to the
𝑥th node and connected segments (the maximum
distance between the hit and the mean position of all
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the track 𝑃(𝑇) (red) and fit 𝑃(𝐹) (blue)
projections in the wire plane. 2D hits (orange dots) are marked on
the track projection intersections with wires; hit projections to 𝑃(𝐹)
aremarked as green dots; hit distances to𝑃(𝐹) aremarkedwith black
sections. Hits from grey shaded regions 𝑠
𝑥𝑦
are assigned to segments;
hits fromwhite regions 𝑛
𝑥
are assigned to nodes. Indicated angle 𝛾
2D
is the 2Dprojection of the 𝛾 angle between the fit segments in 3D (see
(7) in text).
considered hits), 𝜂 is an arbitrary factor assigned to
the end nodes (𝜂 value was determined empirically as
0.05 to avoid excessive stretching of the end segments
or shortening the whole track fit (however precise
tuning has no strong effect on the obtained fit)),
scale factor 𝑝 allows to shape the contribution of
the constraint while 𝐾 (the number of the nodes)
is growing (we use 𝑝 = 1.8 to allow slow decrease
of the constraint while approaching the minimum of
the objective function), and the constraint on the fit
segment angles allows to keep a smooth track fit along
the particle trajectory.
Coefficients 𝛼
𝑖
, 𝛽
𝑎
, 𝛽V in (3) and (4) correspond to 𝛼𝑖 and
𝛽
𝑖
in (1) and allow to keep balance between overfitting to
the noise in hit/vertex positions and ability to reconstruct
correctly the significant track features. The actual values of
these coefficients depend on the noise conditions of the
readout wire planes. (The coefficient values used for the
ICARUS T600 data are the following: 𝛼Coll = 1.0, 𝛼Ind2 =
0.8, 𝛼Ind1 = 0.2 (for Collection, Induction2, and Induction1
planes resp.); 𝛽V = 1.0; 𝛽𝑎 = 2.0. Values were adjusted
empirically to maximize the reconstruction efficiency.) The
performance in the localization of track features, scattering,
and decay points, is illustrated in the examples of simulated
tracks in Section 3 and in the example of decaying kaon in
Section 4.
The node positions optimization step is finished when
the minimization of 𝐺(𝐹) converges to a stable value. (The
relative change of 𝐺(𝐹) is calculated after each step of the
minimization algorithm, which updates all node positions.
The value of 𝐺(𝐹) is considered as stable when the relative
change is below 10−4; however in the first stages of building
the track we use higher values to speed up the computations.)
Then the new node is added to the segment with the
maximumnumber of hits assigned in the projection step.The
position of the new node is chosen as the one that separates
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Figure 7: Muon track (data, CNGS ]
𝜇
CC interaction) observed in the Induction1 view and reconstructed using the Collection and the
Induction2 plane hits with different delay values between these planes: (a) Induction1 raw data view; (b) 3D track reconstructed with
three different delay values and then projected to Induction1 view, orange-optimal delay, blue and green, over- and underestimated delay,
respectively.
the selected segment into two parts containing the same
number of hits.
The stopping condition of the algorithm, the maximum
number of nodes 𝐾max = min(𝑁/5, 7𝑁
1/3
), is based on the
number of hits 𝑁; it reflects the track length and allows to
keep a higher number of hits per segment for high energy
particles with long tracks. Short tracks with 𝑁 ≤ 5 are
approximated with a single segment. Stopping condition
parameters were optimized to maximize the spatial recon-
struction efficiency measures shown in Section 3.
Finally, the 3D positions corresponding to the 2D hits are
calculated:
(a) if the hit is assigned to the fit segment: the hit projec-
tion to the fit segment projection, 𝑓
2D(h), determines
the 3D hit position since the relative distance from the
segment beginningwith respect to the segment length
is the same in 2D projection and in 3D space;
(b) if the hit is assigned to the fit node: the hit 3D position
is simply the node position.
2.2.1. Initialization. The fit optimization starts from two
nodes connected with a single segment. The initial 3D
positions of the first two nodes should roughly correspond to
the track end points. We assume that hits in the individual
wire views are not ordered and the exact matching of hits
corresponding to the actual track end points is not possible.
The initial node positions are evaluated as follows: a straight
line is fitted to the hits within the wire plane using the linear
regression; two outermost projections of hits to the fitted
line are considered as 2D end points; end points from two
wire planes are paired by the minimal drift time difference to
obtain 3D node positions. (This rough approximation of 3D
position may fall out of the actual detector volume. In such a
case we simply limit the obtained position to the nearest one
inside the detector.) Then the minimization of the objective
function 𝐺(𝐹) is performed to find the optimal positions of
the first nodes. In case of short tracks parallel to wire planes
it is possible to obtain wrong matching of 2D end points due
to the small drift time difference of two combinations of 2D
end point pairs. Then the two possibilities are tested, and the
one with smaller resulting 𝐺(𝐹) is chosen.
2.2.2. Wire Plane Spacing. The timing difference between the
corresponding signals observed on successive wire planes is
the combination of the electron drift time between the wire
planes and the delays in the electronics. Inaccurate estimation
of the overall delay may cause strong systematic effects in
terms of the expected precision of the reconstruction. The
delay value for the ICARUS T600 data has been fine-tuned
empirically, by reconstructing the tracks using two wire
planes and minimizing the distance between fit projection
and track hits in the third wire plane (Figure 7).
Long tracks, almost parallel to the wire planes, were used
in the tuning since they are the most sensitive to changes in
the timing delay between planes.
2.2.3. Calorimetric Measurement. The sequence of the ion-
ization charge 𝑑𝑄 collected per track 𝑑𝑥 length, 𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝑥,
is evaluated from the charges and the 3D positions of the
Collection plane hits. Since tracks nearly parallel to the drift
direction can contain several hits within a small range along
the drift direction, it is convenient to limit the minimal 𝑑𝑥
length to a value close to the wire spacing distance, in our
application 2.7mm.Thehit charge is assigned to the 𝛿𝑥 length
surrounding the hit, calculated as (𝑥
1
+𝑥
2
)/2, where𝑥
1
and𝑥
2
are the distances to the preceding and subsequent Collection
hits, respectively. Hit charges and 𝛿𝑥 lengths are summed up
until the minimum value of 𝑑𝑥 is reached. In this way 𝑑𝑥
values are comparable for any track orientation with respect
to the Collection wires direction. Then the correction due to
the recombination effect [12] may be applied to obtain the
actual value of the energy deposit per track 𝑑𝑥 length, 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥,
according to the Birk’s semiempirical formula, which can be
expressed as
𝑑𝐸 =
𝑑𝑄
𝑅
, 𝑅 = 𝐴 −
𝑘
𝜀 ⋅ 𝜌
⋅
𝑑𝑄
𝑑𝑥
, (8)
where 𝑅 is the correction factor, calculated with the param-
eters 𝐴 = 0.81, 𝑘 = 0.055 (kV/cm)(g/cm2)/MeV, 𝜀 =
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0.5 kV/cm and 𝜌 = 1.4 g/cm3 that were obtained from data
collected during the detector test run [12].
3. Algorithm Performance on
Simulated Tracks
The algorithm performance was evaluated on samples of
simulated stopping protons and muons, two species with
different track properties: low and medium energy protons
produce relatively straight tracks characterized by high ion-
ization while muons of the comparable range are more scat-
tered and give signals ofmuch lower amplitude. Particleswere
transported in LAr using the FLUKA simulation package
[13, 14], including all physical interactions such as delta rays,
inelastic scatterings, decays, and absorptions. The ionization
charge along the track was subject to the recombination effect
[12]. In order to evaluate the geometrical reconstruction effi-
ciency the volumeof the detectorwas divided into elements of
3mm3, called laterMC cells, used to accumulate the resulting
charge without any instrumental effect. Simultaneously, the
charge was also collected in bidimensional structures that
reproduce the 2D wire views keeping the same wire spacing
and orientation as in the real detector and a drift coordinate
granularity finer than the one corresponding to the ADC
sampling. The resulting charge deposition was convoluted
with the readout channel response using packages dedicated
to the ICARUS T600 detector. Finally, the electronics noise
has been applied to the wire signals, with use of the noise
parameters obtained from data. Then the hit and track
reconstruction procedures were applied and compared with
the unperturbed MC cells.
The presented tests are the reconstruction of isolated
tracks, without added information about vertices.The simple
topologies of the simulated tracks allow to show basic proper-
ties of the proposedmethod.The tests include reconstruction
of the particle initial direction based on the comparison with
the simulated initial momentum vector, the spatial recon-
struction along the track based onMCcells positions, and cal-
orimetric reconstruction of the particle kinetic energy. Two
examples are shown to illustrate the algorithm properties.
The reconstruction results obtained with the proposed
method are compared to the results of a previously devel-
oped algorithm. This previous approach was based on the
independent reconstruction of the two 2D projections of the
track, with the application of the PLA [9]. Hits from the track
projection in the Collection plane were paired with the hits
on the track projection in the Induction plane using drift
timing. Hits ordering obtained from PLA was used to resolve
ambiguities in choosing the best matching pair if several hits
were found with the close drift time values. Matched hit pairs
were used to obtain the 3D track points. The comparison of
both methods is shown on the proton track samples in the
following subsections.
The effects pointed out in the Introduction section, such
as the spurious 2D hit matching and the quantization of 3D
positions in the XZ plane, are well visible in the reconstruc-
tion of tracks nearly parallel to the XZ plane, as it is shown
in the example in Figure 8. These problems are practically
eliminated in the proposed algorithm. The second example,
shown in Figure 9, illustrates a narrow angle between two
tracks in a decay chain. Such an event topology was not
manageable with our implementation of conventional hit
matching approach.
3.1. Reconstruction EfficiencyDependence on the Track Inclina-
tion. Since the reconstruction depends on the track orienta-
tion with respect to the readout wires we present an efficiency
evaluation as a function of the angle 𝜃
𝑤
between the normal
to the wires direction and the initial particle direction in
2D projections. Samples of 5000 protons and muons were
simulated with isotropic direction, with initial kinetic energy
𝐸
𝑘𝑝
= 232MeV and 𝐸
𝑘𝜇
= 100MeV, respectively, in
order to ensure comparable range (30 cm) of both kinds of
particles. The particles that are stopping or decaying at rest
were selected for further tests.
Cases with all distances of MC cells to the fit below
5mm were considered as correctly reconstructed tracks. The
fraction of correctly reconstructed tracks as a function of 𝜃
𝑤
is shown in Figure 10. The comparison of results obtained
with the new method and the hit matching based approach
is shown on the proton track sample in Figure 10(a). The
spatial reconstruction is better with the new 3D approach
even if applied to the relatively simple proton tracks. The
problems pointed in the Introduction section and illustrated
with the example in Figure 8 are cause of the significant
inefficiencies of the traditional method in the detailed spatial
reconstruction of tracks.
The worsening of the reconstruction efficiency of the
proposed method, seen at 𝜃
𝑤
= 0
∘
, 180
∘, is related to tracks
parallel to the wire planes with a short projection (a few
hits) in one of the planes. A second source of the inefficiency
is the ambiguity of the fit initialization when the straight
track in the XZ plane has two possible 3D fit solutions. The
inefficiency seen around 𝜃
𝑤
= 90
∘ is related to tracks nearly
parallel to the drift direction, which produce long signals on
a few wires, more difficult to resolve in the Induction2 plane.
The efficiency obtained for muon tracks is smaller than the
one for protons due to the spurious assignment of the muon
decay product hits to themuon track and vice versa.The effect
caused by the wrong hit assignment is increased at the muon
track inclinations close to 𝜃
𝑤
= 90
∘.
Adding information from the Induction1 plane
(Figure 10(c)) reduces significantly spurious reconstruction,
especially for the tracks parallel to the wire planes. The
efficiency gain is higher in case of the muon tracks which are
scattered more than protons at energies considered here, and
they are more likely to have track bends visible only in theXZ
view. When three wire planes are used, the reconstruction
fails mostly in case of straight tracks oriented strictly in the
Z direction, which is more likely for proton tracks. (Also
these cases may be recovered in the further development
of the algorithm. A short track projection (i.e., 1-2 hits) in
one of the views in the present form of the algorithm has
negligible impact on the overall objective function 𝐺(𝐹),
while it should help to exclude impossible solutions. This
may be achieved by a fuzzy assignment of all 2D hits to all
fit segments, weighted with the distance of the hit to the
segment projection in 2D.) The other source of inefficiency,
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Figure 8: Simulation and reconstruction of a proton track: (a) Collection wire view; (b) Induction2 wire view; (c) and (d), respectively, YZ
andXZ views of theMC cells (orange dots) and the track reconstructed: usingmatching 2D projections by drift timing (blue curve) and using
3D fit optimized to 2D projections (green curve).
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Figure 9: Simulated decay chain of 𝐾+ → 𝜇+]
𝜇
→ 𝑒
+]
𝑒
]
𝜇
: (a) Collection view; (b) Induction2 view; (c) Induction1 view; (d) 3D
reconstruction; MC cells are marked with orange dots, and reconstructed track is marked with blue curve. The tracks of all three particles
were reconstructed together to show the capability of reconstructing narrow angles between tracks.
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Figure 10: Fraction of the reconstructed proton andmuon tracks with themaximumMC cell distance to the reconstructed track below 5mm
as a function of the initial track direction with respect to the normal to wires of Collection and Induction2 planes: (a) comparison of the new
3Dmethod with the approach based on 2D hit matching, proton tracks reconstructed using Collection and Induction2 planes only; (b) muon
and proton tracks reconstructed with the new 3Dmethod using Collection and Induction2 planes; (c) muon and proton tracks reconstructed
with the new 3D method using Collection, Induction2, and Induction1 planes.
which is the ambiguity related to the fit initial orientation,
may be solved by the correct association of the track end
points, for example, reconstructed 3D vertex associated with
the track or an observation of the increasing ionization in
case of particles that are stopping or decaying at rest.
3.2. Reconstruction of the Particle Initial Direction. Recon-
struction of the particle initial direction was performed on
the sample of tracks with a fixed initial kinetic energy 𝐸
𝑘
(protons: 232MeV; muons: 100MeV) and on a sample of
trackswith a range of particle initial𝐸
𝑘
(protons: 10–350MeV;
muons: 10–185MeV). Tracks were reconstructed using the
Collection and the Induction2 planes.
The angle𝜓 between the reconstructed and the simulated
initial directions is shown in Figure 11.Theminimum reason-
able energy for proton track identification and reconstruction
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Figure 11: Distribution of the angle𝜓 between the reconstructed and the simulated particle initial directions: (a) protons, initial𝐸
𝑘
= 232MeV
(range 30 cm); the new 3D reconstruction-black curve, 2D hit matching-red curve; (b) protons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
: (10–350)MeV (range up to 60 cm);
dots color: 1, 2 hits in the track-blue, 3 hits in the track-red, 4 andmore hits in the track-green; (c) muons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
= 100MeV (range 30 cm);
(d) muons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
: (10–185)MeV (range up to 60 cm); colors are the same as in (b).
is about 50MeV, which corresponds to tracks with more
than 3 hits. The initial direction reconstruction at this energy
threshold is better than 10∘ in 98% of tracks in the simulated
sample.The angle𝜓 quickly decreases for protonswith higher
energies and for initial 𝐸
𝑘
> 232MeV (30 cm and longer
tracks) 𝜓 stays below 3∘ in 92% of all events. In Figure 11(a)
the new reconstruction method is compared with the hit
matching based approach on the sample of 30 cm proton
tracks. In this sample the initial direction is reconstructed
with𝜓 < 3∘ in 83% and 32% of events for the newmethod and
the hit matching based approach, respectively.The fraction of
events with 𝜓 < 5∘ is 94% and 52% for the new method and
the hit matching based approach, respectively.
The estimation of the initial direction of muon tracks
(Figures 11(c) and 11(d)) is less precise due to the higher
scattering along the track and lower amplitude of muon hits.
The initial direction is reconstructed in themuon samplewith
𝜓 < 10
∘ for 96% of events with initial 𝐸
𝑘
> 50MeV.
For events with the initial 𝐸
𝑘
> 100MeV (30 cm and
longer tracks) the initial direction is reconstructed with 𝜓 <
3
∘ in 67% of events and with 𝜓 < 5∘ in 90% of events.
3.3. Calorimetric Reconstruction. The calorimetric recon-
struction was performed on the track samples used in the
previous tests. The hit charges along the track were corrected
for the recombination effect according to the procedure given
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Figure 12: Calorimetric reconstruction: (a) protons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
= 232MeV, range 30 cm; the new 3D reconstruction-black curve, 2D hit
matching-red curve; (b) protons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
: (10–350)MeV, range up to 60 cm; dots color: 1, 2 hits in the track-blue, 3 hits in the track-red, 4
and more hits in the track-green; (c) muons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
= 100MeV, range 30 cm; (d) muons, initial 𝐸
𝑘
: (10–185)MeV, range up to 60 cm; color
is the same as in (b).
in Section 2.2. However, the charges of the first hit and the
last hit in the track need a different approach due to the high
uncertainty of the outermost 𝑑𝑥 lengths, where the particle
partially crosses the distance between consecutive wires.
These charges were corrected in a conservative way, using
a constant factor corresponding to the minimum ionizing
particle, 𝑅 = 0.7, according to (8). The results of the particle
energy reconstruction are shown in Figure 12.
In the presented test we assume that the particle is not
identified; otherwise it would allow for the differentiation
of the correction factor 𝑅 applied to the outermost hits.
Therefore the treatment of these hits has a strong effect in
case of the highly ionizing, low energy protons whose tracks
are composed of a few hits. In such cases the underestimated
charge of the outermost hits has a major contribution to the
overall particle energy calculation, as seen in Figure 12(b).
The effect is decreasing with the growing length of the track;
however it is still visible as the asymmetry of the distribution
of the reconstruction error of the proton tracks with initial
𝐸
𝑘
= 232MeV (corresponding to 30 cm tracks), shown in
Figure 12(a). The energy underestimation is observed also in
case of low energy muon tracks, but in a much smaller extent
(Figure 12(d)).
The energy reconstruction of the tracks with low ampli-
tude hits, present for minimum ionizing muons, is limited by
the electronics noise that affects both the hit charge and the
hit position reconstruction. This leads to larger errors of the
recombination correction and of the energy reconstruction of
themuon tracks than in case of proton tracks.The asymmetry
in the energy reconstruction error distribution of the muon
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tracks in Figure 12(c) is originating from the nonlinearity of
the recombination correction.
Results of the energy reconstruction are compared for
tracks obtained from the new method with those obtained
from the hit matching approach, using the sample of proton
tracks with initial 𝐸
𝑘
= 232MeV (Figure 12(a)). More
accurate reconstruction of the particle trajectory allows appli-
cation ofmore precisely calculated recombination correction.
4. Tests on Data Tracks
The new reconstruction procedure was applied to tracks of
stopping particles selected fromdata collectedwith theCNGS
beam.The correction of the recombination effect was applied
according to the procedure described in Section 2.2.The goal
of the test was to compare the theoretical Bethe-Bloch curves
describing 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 evolution along the stopping particle track
with the𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 sequence reconstructed for data tracks. At the
same time the performed analysis is a test of the Birk’s low
application to the energy correction due to the recombination
effect [12].
The main attention had been paid to low energy protons
because they are relatively easy to be recognized in manual
scanning: they are highly ionizing, not decaying particles.
295 tracks in total were selected visually, according to the
following criteria:
(1) there are no visible decay products;
(2) ionization is increasing at the track end;
(3) hits in the Collection view are not overlapping with
other tracks and cascades;
(4) track has at least 5 hits in the Collection view.
The above conditions select mostly the stopping proton
tracks, with a small fraction of the protons interacting inelas-
tically at low energies producing neutral or undetectable
charged secondaries. The sample contains also a fraction of
muons and pions absorbed at rest. Kaons are unlikely to meet
the selection criteria.The fraction of kaon tracks that could be
misidentified as stopping particles, with no visible secondary
particles, is about 0.3% according to the FLUKA simulation
with the selection criteria applied as for data tracks.
Tracks from the selected sample were reconstructed auto-
matically and the sequence of 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 values was evaluated.
The particle identification is based on the 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 versus track
range, which is computed from the point where the particle
stops, called later residual range. The particle identification
was performed in order to distinguish tracks compatible with
the proton hypothesis from the 𝜇/𝜋 hypothesis. A detailed
description of the particle identification procedure will be
given in a forthcoming paper. The results in comparison
with the theoretical curves are shown in Figure 13(a). The
theoretical stopping power curves of Bethe-Bloch have been
calculated taking into account LAr’s properties, shell cor-
rections, and the density effect. The delta rays produced by
particles in the examined momenta range have an energy
low enough to be undistinguishable from the particle track;
therefore no delta rays energy restriction has been set. Tracks
compatible with 𝜇/𝜋 hypothesis are well distinguishable from
the main band of the proton contribution, as it is shown in
Figure 13(a). Figures 13(b)–13(d) present comparison of the
reconstruction of the data tracks and the simulated proton
and muon tracks. The small shift of the proton data 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥
distribution toward the lower values may originate from
the interacting protons contamination in the selected track
sample (Figure 13(c)).
In addition to the described data analysis, we show the
example of a kaon decay which was identified in one of the
CNGS events, and it is shown in Figures 14(a) and 14(b),
in Collection view and Induction2 view, respectively. This
topology is characteristic for the proton decay searches in
the channel 𝑝 → 𝐾+]. Hits that belong to the chain of the
decay (kaon, muon, and electron/positron) were used in the
reconstruction as they were a single track. The 3D view of
the obtained tracks is shown in Figure 14(c). Even though in
the Induction2 the decay of kaon into muon happened at the
narrow angle and the electron/positron is crossing the kaon
track, the 3D topology is resolved.
Since the kaon and themuon decay at rest, it is possible to
identify them according to the dependence of 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 versus
residual range along the tracks. The particle identification
description is out of the scope of this paper, and here we
present only themeasurement of 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 sequence of both the
kaon and the muon tracks, Figure 14(d). The measurement
was done selecting manually the end points of tracks. In case
of the muon, 30 cm of the track residual range was used to
distinguish it from other particles. In case of kaon, the track
residual range was taken from the point of the particle decay
to the point of the elastic scattering, which is seen as a kinked
trajectory on Figures 14(a)–14(c) and which corresponds to
8.5 cm of the track residual range.
5. Summary and Future Development Remarks
A new approach to the 3D reconstruction for LAr TPC
detectors was proposed and applied to the reconstruction of
data tracks collected with the ICARUS T600 detector. The
main advantage of the proposed idea is the full exploitation of
all available pieces of information. The reconstructed object
is built in the 3D space to match data simultaneously in all its
2D projections, with a set of object-specific constraints, for
example, the curvature and the distance to 3D vertices in the
track reconstruction. In contrast to the usual approach in for-
mer works related to LAr TPC, the troublesome matching of
2D points by the drift timing is no longer needed. Moreover,
in case of the application to the track reconstruction:
(a) 2D hits projected to the reconstructed 3D trajectory
are not constrained to the wire crossing points in the
XZ plane and allow precise hit-by-hit analysis of the
charge deposition;
(b) missing parts of the track in one of the wire planes are
properly taken into account;
(c) the method is much more efficient than hit matching
approach in the reconstruction of tracks parallel to
wire planes.
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Figure 13: (a) The selected sample of data tracks identified as proton or 𝜇/𝜋 tracks; (b) mean value of 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 distributions in 6mm bins
of residual range: black-data tracks identified as protons; blue-simulated proton tracks; points in the background-data tracks identified as
protons; (c) 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 in 8–12 cm residual range for tracks identified as protons, compared to simulated proton tracks; (d) 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 in 8–12 cm
residual range for tracks identified as 𝜇/𝜋, compared to simulated muon and pion tracks.
The efficiency of the proposed track reconstruction
method was demonstrated on samples of simulated stopping
proton and muon tracks. We also presented the results of
the application to data, such as 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 reconstruction on a
sample of stopping particles selected from CNGS neutrino
interactions observed with ICARUS T600 detector. The
presented data tests show a very good agreement with the
MC simulation and the theoretical expectations of the 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥
evolution of the stopping particles.
In this paper we focused on the track reconstruction;
however the projection, the distance, and the constraint
operators (1) may be constructed for showers, vertices, or
any other object. For example, an electromagnetic shower
axis may be reconstructed as a single 3D segment optimized
to the hits in wire projections, similarly to the initialization
procedure given in Section 2.2.1. Another example could be
the simultaneous optimization of several tracks with the
common starting fit node which acts as the interaction
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Figure 14: Example of a decaying kaon candidate observed in the CNGS data (𝐾: 90 cm, 325MeV; 𝜇: 54 cm, 147MeV; 𝑒: 13 cm, 27MeV): (a)
the Collection view; (b) the Induction2 view; (c) the 3D reconstruction (fit nodes are marked with the red dots); (d) 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 sequence for the
kaon track (cyan dots) and the muon track (violet dots) superimposed on the theoretical Bethe-Bloch curves.Themuon data points with the
high 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥 are due to the additional energy of delta rays. They are attached to the muon track (visible black dots on the muon track in the
Collection view). Their energy contribution is in agreement with the energy loss distribution expected for a muon track.
vertex. These ideas are now under study. Issues specific to
the detector readout design such as merging objects from
multiple TPC modules or LEM units may be accommodated
by the algorithm as well. We consider the proposed approach
as the optimal utilization of all the spatial information
contained in the LAr TPC data.
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